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LEATHER:

CONSTRUCTION:

INSOLE:

LAST:

OUTSOLE:

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

CARE PRODUCTS:

SHANK:

NON-MARKING:

DEFINED HEEL:

MSRP:

2240 Men's 6-inch Boot

Hazelnut Tramper Leather 

Direct Attach 

Texon® 

800 

TPU-PU Galaxy - Brown 

Made in China 

Leather

Protector,NaturSeal™ 

Non-metallic 

Yes 

Yes 

199.99 

Electrical Hazard

Non-Metallic Toe

Waterproof

SIZES: B 10-12,13,14,D

7-12,13,14,15,EE7-12,13,14,H 8-12,13

Star Rating Quality Value Industry Work Environment

ADVANCED FILTERS

4.1

OVERALL RATING 

4.3

QUALITY 

3.9

VALUE 

FIT LENGTH FIT WIDTH

runs small runs large runs small runs large
79% of reviewers loved the boots!
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Best boot I've Owned

Ace7 ND/MN April 15, 2016

Industry: Transportation

It takes an awful lot for me to leave a review on a product. I had to for these though.

I have these boots for a little over 2 years now. I've always had trouble finding boots that fit my feet well. I used these in for

work and leisure. I literally wore them every single day since i bought them. I wore them while walking in mud, oil, cleaning

solvents, water, in the woods hiking, snow/ice, climbing dozens of times a day at work, i even drank a little too much one

night by the fire pit we have and melted the toe ends of the soles. They still held up. I'm very hard on boots and shoes, most

usually only last me 4-6 months, which is why i had to leave feed back on these.

The out-soles don't provide the best traction when walking on ice, but every other surface i walked on was fine.

I used these when i was working the North Dakota oil fields and in cargo delivery.

Now, after a little over 2 years, the water proofing finally gave way and leaked during the last rain storm.

That's incredible for a boot to stay water proof for over 2 years with that kind of abuse!!! The outer sole finally developed a

couple small holes on the toe region. Still good for dry conditions.

Break in time was maybe 2 or 3 days. The insoles do wear out quickly though, Id invest in a good quality set.

The neubuck leather held up very well and never separated, little scuffing around toe region due to my work, but it never

wore through to the safety toe. All the seams held together.

Wore them in temperature ranges from -35F to +130.

Great boot, will buy more of these!

The laces never broke or wore through, original laces on them still to this day.

The boots are still functional and i still wear them daily.

I did use the naturseal on them every few months.

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Corrosive Chemicals,

Smooth Surfaces, Jagged Environment, Sparks/Slag (Welding), General Indoor, mud

Best boots on the market

Patrick88 Chicago, IL, USA March 24, 2016

Industry: Other

Other Testing equipment service

I Love These Boots! I've had mine for almost 5 years now and I'm just getting to the point where I'm looking to replace them.

they are the most comfortable boots I've ever worn. i work in a lot of laboratory and factory areas, different environments

almost everyday and they have lasted better than anything else. The electrical hazard saved me from getting a good shock

when i accidentally stepped on a live wire and the safety toes saves my toes from a bad swing with an ax while chopping

wood at the campsite. I'll never buy any other brand of boots.

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Steel, Uneven Terrain, Corrosive

Chemicals, Smooth Surfaces, Static Dissipative/Clean Room, General Indoor
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first red wings, expected better.

Nddirt88 Las Vegas, NV, USA December 9, 2015

Industry: Telecommunications

first pair of red wings, was expecting much better for the price.

after they broke in they are too loose, and foot slides around.

feet are tired and sore after a long day. would not recommend if your work on rough terrain.

they are ok for a shop shoe.

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Smooth Surfaces,

Jagged Environment, General Indoor

Excellent in a number of environments

JohnnieW Watford City, ND 58854, USA November 27, 2015

Industry: Oil/Gas

I've owned several pairs of this particular boot, beginning in approximately 2005 while working a civilian transportation

contract at Ft. Campbell, Kentucky, an environment that involved many hours of standing on the army airfield's flight-line, as

well as additional work in a container repair yard, in and out of heavy equipment and tractor-trailers, and with the railroad

operation. I was impressed with a brand new pair I brought to JaxPort (Jacksonville, Florida) while cataloging military

equipment passing through the port facilities, for even after 12-hour shifts mostly on my feet, a break-in period simply did not

seem to exist. They were comfortable from the very outset.

I now work as a truck driver in the Bakken oil field where temperatures and conditions can be far more extreme. Not only do

these boots see duty in the semi-arid climate here with extreme variations in temperature, but they are also worn when

hiking nearby national parks and grasslands during my photography pursuits. I am just now replacing this particular pair that

have been in service since 2011 (it is now November of 2015) since I have finally worn out the soles. I have been in mud

(the scoria mud here is some of the worst I've encountered anywhere, as is the dry scoria dust and rock), in water (these do

fine repelling water unless you simply go wading in them) and severe cold (minus 30, not counting wind chill factors) without

any issues. I DO wear ice cleats here in the winter months due to frequent ice.

Overall, these have been exceptionally comfortable and long-lasting boots. In fact, the only real issue I have ever

encountered was the lace eyelets: It seems that as they age, they sometimes become sharp and begin cutting laces on a

regular basis. I've not encountered this with the last pair, though, so perhaps this has been corrected.

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Jagged Environment

great boot

Sammyskillz Lakewood, WA, USA November 3, 2015

Industry: Other

i am in landscaping and work out doors. these boots are comfortable and durable but run a little short and a little slim on the

sides

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Dirt, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Jagged Environment
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2234 Work Boot

76511 Atlanta, GA, USA October 6, 2015

Industry: Manufacturing

Size 13H. These run too short and too narrow. They were extremely painful to wear, and took over 6 months to break in. I

would never buy another pair of these. The sole material is durable, but it is too rigid for walking all day on concrete floors.

Work Environment: Hot, Wet, Cement Surface, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Smooth Surfaces

Good overall multi purpose boots

JRwine Napa, CA July 23, 2015

Industry: Other

Bought these in Aug 2013, my second pair. Bought these also in 2008. Good overall boots. The front rubber/plastic sole

separates after a year and you must super glue it back together. Boot is pretty good at staying dry inside. Breaks in quickly.

My 2008 boot's laces were held by fabric loops, which broke after three years. Redwing replaced them for free with metal

ones. The sole is pretty good at lasting, but more importantly it does not slide on wet concrete/stone. Boot needs better arch

support and padding on the bottom.

Work Environment: Hot, Wet, Cement Surface, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain

One of the best Boots I've bought in a loonng time

Terry218e Roseburg, OR, USA July 3, 2015

Industry: Other

Other sawmills, veneer mills

Bought a pair of these boots after ruining me feet buying inexpensive boot at an outlet. I work in maintenance in the lumber

mills and these boots took a lickin and kept on tickin! Was online today checking on buying another Pair!

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Steel, Uneven Terrain, Jagged

Environment, Sparks/Slag (Welding)
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